
Please note: Our SC-6 and Blockhead hard hats use a modified version of the face shield/welding helmet 
version shown. All products feature the exclusive 370 Speed Dial™ for “Easy Grip-Easy Turn” adjustment.

Oversized soft rubber adjuster 
dial is easy to find and grab 
even when wearing gloves

Fine tooth ratcheting mechanism 
guarantees a more precise fit 
without overtightening

Easy to adjust pin-lock upper 
adjustment band allows proper 
positioning of equipment

Extra wide replaceable 
fabric sweatband for 
maximum comfort  
and convenience

Patented “quick-fit” rear swivel 
headband quickly adjusts the 
suspension gear to the user’s 
head for superior comfort

Three-position slider adjusts 
distance of the lens from 
your eyes for precise vision

“Easy Grip-Easy Turn” 
rotation allows instant 
loosening and  
tightening of  
the headgear

Lock-nut feature keeps 
components intact even 
when the bracket is loosened

Engineered detents lock 
equipment in the up and down 
position and eliminate “creep”

The World’s Greatest Ratcheting Headgear System—Period!
Our patented Jackson Safety® 370 Speed Dial™ offers the fastest, easiest, and most efficient 
ratcheting headgear system in the industry today! The 370 Speed Dial™ incorporates two unique 
designs—an oversized ratcheting adjuster knob, and a patented “quick-fit” rear headband that 
swivels up and down. Together, these two features combine to achieve a perfect fit every time, 
increasing safety, productivity and satisfaction. Try any of our industry-leading Jackson Safety® 
products that incorporate our famous 370 Speed Dial™ and experience the difference yourself!



Please note: Our SC-6 and Blockhead hard hats use a modified version of the face shield/welding helmet 
version shown. All products feature the exclusive 370 Speed Dial™ for “Easy Grip-Easy Turn” adjustment.

The 370 Speed Dial™ ratcheting head gear can be found on 
these exclusive Jackson Safety® industry-leading products. 
More new products coming soon!

Jackson Safety®—Your First Choice for Premium Safety Products for Over 90 Years!

ADF 
Welding 
Helmets

Insight® Series Truesight II Series NexGen® Series

BH3® SmarTIGer®

Passive 
Welding 
Helmets

HSL-1 HSL-2 HSL-100 HLX-100

Hard 
Hats

SC-6 Series Blockhead® Series

PAPR

R60 Airmax® Elite


